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Abstract. Nowadays, high penetration of Distributed Generations (DG)s in
power systems caused some protection issues. One of these issues is
unintentional islanding. As regards IEEE 1547 standard, this situation must be
recognized immediately, and DG must be separated from the load in less than 2
seconds. In this paper, to detection of islanding in an inverter-based distributed
generation, a new hybrid method with high performance is proposed. In the
proposed method, a primary detection of islanding is conducted by measuring
the voltage harmonic distortion at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC), as
well as comparing the variations to a specified threshold level. After this
primary detection, a temporary reactive current signal is injected to the PCC by
the inverter of DG, and its terminal voltage and frequency are measured. In the
case of deviation of voltage or frequency from permissible range, definitive
detection of islanding is determined. Simulation results indicate the efficiency
and accuracy of the proposed detection method in different circumstances,
especially for loads with the different quality factors.
Keywords: inverter-based distributed generation, islanding, non-detection
zone, quality factor, total harmonic distortion.

1 Introduction
Due to the technical, economic and environmental advantages, integration of
distributed generation units to power systems is growing increasingly. It seems that in
the future, we will face with complex grids with a significant number of DGs [1].
In this regard, analysis of the issues and problems related to the connection of DGs
is very important. One of these issues is unintentional islanding. Unintentional
islanding happens when the switch of grid side is disconnected without a prior plan
and in an unforeseen way, and subsequently, the DG has to feed the local loads alone.
According to IEEE 929-1988 standard, the DG must be disconnected immediately
from the load once it islanded [2]. So, it is crucial to immediately detect islanding
state and then separate the DG from the load.
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Generally, there is two main categories for detection methods: 1) local methods 2)
remote methods. Local methods are classified to passive methods, active methods and
hybrid methods. Remote methods are also divided into two general methods: at the
utility level and communication-based methods.
In passive methods, the detection procedure is based on the measurement of
variables such as frequency, voltage amplitude and harmonic distortion at the PCC.
Passive techniques are low cost and have short operating time. These methods have
no effect on grid’s power quality. Various passive methods including 1- Voltage and
frequency protection [3], 2- voltage and current harmonics detection [4], 3- Voltage
phase jump detection [5], 4- Comparing the rate of change of frequency [6], 5Voltage unbalance [7], 6- Output power change rate [4], 7- Rate of change of
frequency over power [8] have been studied. The main problem of these methods is
that they have Non-Detection Zones (NDZs). NDZ is a region in which the islanding
detection technique cannot detect islanding state [9]. This limitation of passive
schemes is solved by using active schemes.
The main idea of an active scheme is that when a DG is islanded, a small
disturbance will lead to a substantial change in system parameters, while the change
are small when the DG is connected to the grid [10]. The active methods including: 1Impedance measurement [6], 2- Detection of impedance at specific frequency [6], 3Slip mode frequency shift [6], 4- Frequency bias or active frequency drift [6], 5Sandia frequency and voltage shift [11], 6- Frequency jump [6] can be noticed. Active
methods have small NDZ. Instead, they have longer operating time than passive
methods and have a negative effect on grid’s power quality [9].
For a more accurate detection of islanding, the hybrid methods (both active and
passive method) are used. These methods take advantage of the two-stage detection
process. First, a passive method can be used as the primary diagnoses. After that, an
active method is applied as the passive scheme became suspects to the islanding [12].
Hybrid methods including 1- Method based on voltage unbalance and positive
feedback, 2- Method based on the shift of the voltage and reactive power [4, 10] can
be cited.
In this paper, a hybrid detection method with high accuracy is proposed to detect
the islanding state in an inverter-based DG. In this method, the primary detection is
done by measuring the voltage harmonic distortion at the PCC and comparing its
variation with a threshold level. Then, for a definitive detection of islanding, a
reactive current signal is injected by the inverter of the DG to the PCC, and its voltage
and frequency are measured. If the deviation of voltage and frequency passes the
allowable limits, islanding is detected. Simulation results indicate the efficiency of the
suggested method in different conditions.

2 Relationship to Smart Systems
The environmental issues besides increasing concern for traditional energy resources
lead to increasing concentrations on distributed generation based on renewables. The
grow of DG penetration level in the future smart grids leads to increasing need for
high-performance anti-islanding protection methods [12]. Therefore, anti-islanding
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protection is so important that specific capabilities and specifications for antiislanding are required in the countries with a developed power grid system [13].
To connect the DGs to the grid, there are some conditions that must be considered.
Standard institutions have published these conditions. On of the very significant
conditions which are required to distributed generators is detecting the islanding state.
Unintentional islanding, because of loss of synchronism, can have undesirable
effects on power system stability [14]. It is likely to damage the electrical appliances
and equipment in the island. It is also dangerous for personnel or people. So, in
modern smart grids, it is necessary to use effective and reliable methods to detect
islanding conditions [15]. Numerous methods have been proposed to detect
unintentional islanding so far. These methods are different in terms of cost, efficiency,
execution speed and power quality issues. This paper, proposes an effective antiislanding detection method to the goal of reliable operation in future smart grids.

3 Islanding Detection by Reactive Current Injection
Figure 1 depicts the inverter-based DG and the local load at the PCC. When islanding
occurs, the Circuit Breaker (CB) opens, and DG alone feeds the local load.
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Fig. 1. DG with the local load connected to the grid.

The basis of islanding detection in reactive current injection method is making the
reactive flow component in DG’s output current through the control system and
measuring the frequency and voltage at the PCC. To this end, a reactive triangular
current signal with the frequency of 20 Hz can be used. The amplitude of this signal is
considered as 10% of DG’s rated current.
The voltage and frequency deviation lay outside of the standard ranges if the local
load and DG’s output power is not matched with each other. In this case, islanding
can be diagnoses easily by voltage and frequency relays. However, if the DG’s output
power matches with the local load, frequency and voltage deviation are so small that
relays can’t detect islanding. In this case, injection of reactive current causes the
frequency or voltage will be outside of the standard ranges and islanding is detected
by voltage and frequency relays.
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4 Proposed Method
For improving power quality in reactive current injection method, it can be
combined with a passive scheme. To detect islanding, first the passive scheme is used,
and if it suspects of islanding, reactive current is injected. The reactive current
injection will continue for a short time. If voltage or frequency was out of range
during this period, the islanding has been detected, and DG will be separated.
Otherwise injecting reactive current is interrupted and passive method is re-applied.
So, DG does not have to inject reactive current continuously, and thus power quality
is improved.
The passive method that used in this paper is measuring of the voltage Total
Harmonic Distortion (THD) at the PCC. In the control system of inverter, the d-q
components of the voltage are available and the voltage THD is obtained from these
components [16].
Start

Measuring voltage and
frequency of PCC and
calculating deviation of THD

NO

Islanding is detected

Stop

Voltage and frequency
are in acceptable range?

YES

THD deviation is less
than threshold?

Injecting reactive current
For a limited time

YES

NO

Fig. 2. Islanding detection by suggested method

In the suggested technique, voltage THD is sampled and is stored. The number of
samples is fixed, and by adding a new sample in every cycle, the oldest sample is
discarded. An average of samples is calculated by a moving window. The new sample
will be compared with the average of previous samples. If the difference between
these two is greater than a defined threshold level, the primary diagnosis of islanding
is made, and then DG injects the reactive current. The flowchart of Figure 2 shows
islanding detection procedure by proposed method.
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5 Simulation Results
To demonstrate the usefulness of the suggested method, a DG is connected to the
local load and the utility grid (Fig. 1) is simulated in the Matlab-Simulink. The
inverter is controlled in the PQ control mode. The modeling detail is presented in [3].
The characteristics of load, system and DG are specified in table 1.
Table 1. Test system characteristics.

Grid

DG

Load

Nominal voltage
Frequency
Rated power
Rated voltage
Switching frequency
DC link
Coupling reactance
High-quality factor
Low-quality factor

381 V
60 Hz
60 kW
381 V
5 kHz
800 V
2.5 mH
Q=2.3
Q=0.2

Simulations results are given for three different states. In these simulations, the
DG’s output power is considered equal to the local load. In the other words, the worst
loading conditions are considered. According to IEEE 929-2000 standard, allowable
range of frequency is 59.3 Hz <
< 60.5 Hz and allowable voltage range is 0.88
p.u. <

< 1.1 p.u. that by taking effective amount 220 V for phase voltage, it will

be 193.6 V <

< 242 V.

5.1 Case 1: Islanding Detection by Permanent Injection of Reactive Current for
a Load with a Low-Quality Factor:
In the case of accordance of DG’s real power and loads with high/low-quality factor,
islanding is not detected based on voltage and frequency measurement. So, the
triangular reactive current with the frequency of 20 Hz and the amplitude of 10% of
the DG rated current is continuously injected. Figure 3 shows the frequency and
voltage quantity at PCC. At t = 1 (s), the grid is disconnected, and islanding occurs.
As can be seen from these figures, frequency and voltage range are excluded from
standard limit and islanding is detected. For the high-quality factor load, by
decreasing the amplitude of injected reactive current up to 5% of the DG nominal
current, detection can be done. But in any case, continuous injection of reactive
current can reduce the system’s power quality.
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Fig. 3. Voltage and frequency of PCC with permanent reactive injection for low-quality load

5.2 Case 2: Evaluation of Islanding Detection with the Proposed Method:
In figure 4, the average of THD of the voltage at PCC (average of 50 samples with 1
kHz sampling rate) and reactive current injected are depicted. At t = 1 (s), the grid is
disconnected, and islanding happens. At t = 1.02 (s), THD changes will be higher than
the threshold level (3%), and the primary detection is done. Then the reactive current
is injected. Figure 5 illustrates the voltage and frequency of PCC . It is observed that
the voltage is out of range in a short time and islanding is detected. Current injection
is stopped, and DG must be separated.

Fig. 4. The average of THD of the voltage at PCC and injected reactive current

Fig. 5. Voltage and frequency of PCC with temporary reactive injection for low-quality load

5.3 Case 3: Non-Linear Load Switching:
Non-linear loads, such as rectifiers, when connecting to PCC can cause changes in the
voltage THD levels. In this simulation, at the moment t = 1 (s), a rectifier as a non-
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linear load is connected to PCC. THD changes are more than the threshold, and the
primary detection of islanding is done. Then the reactive current is injected within
0.1s (Figure 6). Figure 7 shows the frequency and voltage of PCC. It is observed that
the voltage and frequency will not be out of allowable range. So DG is not islanded,
and injection of reactive current will be stopped, and DG will continue to work.

Fig. 6. The average of THD of the voltage at PCC and injected reactive current.

Fig. 7. Voltage and frequency of PCC with temporary reactive injection for low-quality load.

6 Conclusions
In connection of DGs to power systems, unintentional islanding is one of the
important problems that must be investigated. According to existing standards, this
phenomenon should be immediately diagnosed. Grid and load characteristics can
determine factors for selection of an islanding detection method. This paper suggested
a hybrid approach to detection of islanding. In the beginning, the primary detection of
the islanding was done by measuring the THD of voltage at the PCC and comparing
its variation to a threshold level. After confirmation of primary detection, for definite
detection, a reactive current signal was injected to the PCC and voltage, and
frequency deviations were measured at this point. Simulation results showed the
efficiency of the suggested technique especially for the loads with non equal quality
factor. Likewise, the switching of non-linear loads and correct diagnosis of nonislanding was simulated.
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